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Abstract—Wireless communication network has a significant success in 

scientific and industrial communities. Due to its various advantages, this tech-

nology is considered as a key element in current network architectures. It repre-

sents the architecture that allows to group a large number of sensors to collect 

information about a physical process in different environments. The gathered 

data is transmitted to base station which communicates the information to the 

end user. Several protocols are proposed for WSNs routing, by considering the 

limited capacities of sensor nodes according to a specific topology that allows 

to organize the nodes within the network. However, the performance of each 

routing protocol mainly depends on the application requirements and its results 

in terms of the lifetime of WSN and satisfaction of objectives defined. Accord-

ing of the structure of WSN, the routing techniques can be divided in three 

types hierarchical, location-based flat routing. This paper, present the different 

routing techniques in WSN, based on the organization of nodes in sensor area. 

We focus specially to study the three types, cluster-based, chain-based and lo-

cation-based routing techniques. These techniques will be simulated in order to 

compared their performances with our protocol Location-Based LEACH (LOC-

LEACH). 
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1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of grouping sensor nodes together to co-

operate and collect data from a specific environment [1]. The gathered data from all 

nodes is supplied to a centralized node, called a base station (BS). The BS is respon-

sible to analyze data, making decision and diffuse data for user usage through Internet 

[2]. WSN can be deployed in different domains and environments to monitor and 

analyze a physical event, such as military intervention, health domain and Internet of 

things (IOT) applications. 

Military applications represent the first field using the concept of wireless sensor 

networking [3]. WSN are generally used in military operations, to monitor a military 

or border zone and targeting systems [3]. WSN represent a promising concept in mili-
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tary domain, due to its characteristics in terms of fault tolerance, Self-organization 

and rapid deployment. 

In medical domain, WSN play an important role to improve the healthcare condi-

tions, by proposing an efficient tool to monitor and analyze the physiological condi-

tion of patients [4]. These sensors are placed directly on the patient’s body to detect 

each dysfunction and transmit the information’s urgently to the appropriate medical 

unit (oxygen saturation, temperature, heart attack, blood pressure, etc.) [4] [5]. The 

concept of IoT consists to connect identifiable devices within the internet connection 

for sensing and monitoring tasks [6]. Thus, it represents an attractive domain of tech-

nological advance. The WSN assures communications amongst numerous low-power 

IOT objects or nodes using various protocols [6] [7]. 

The organization of nodes in the network in a uniform and optimal way allows to 

extend the duration of the network [2]. The routing protocol specifies the distribution 

of nodes into the network, the size of clusters and how to manage each change con-

cerning the organization of nodes [8]. Therefore, the choice of the topology of the 

network represent a big challenge in WSN. It depends on several parameters such as: 

domain application of WSN, numbers of sensor nodes, distance of Base station. 

The most popular topologies of WSNs are presented in this paper: Clustered based, 

Chain based and location based concepts, in order to compare them and analyze the 

impact of wsn topologies on network lifetime and energy consumption. Furthermore, 

the objective of this work is to evaluate our LOC-LEACH protocol, by comparing it 

with other routing protocol using different concepts of topologies. 

In location-based protocols, location of nodes and distances between them, are 

used to select the optimal path to transmit data with minimum energy consumption 

[9]. The chain routing concept, organizes sensor nodes in chain form, and each node 

transmits data to its close neighbor until arrived to BS [10]. The clustered based rout-

ing consists to group nodes into clusters, respecting to specific metrics. The clusters 

are composed of same ordinary nodes and one of them called CH; is responsible to 

gather data from all node in the cluster and transmit an aggregated packet to the BS, 

of many ordinary nodes and one leader node named cluster head (CH). The CH is 

considered the most crucial component to manage in the hierarchical routing protocol. 

This paper is divided in three parts. First, we study the classification of routing pro-

tocols in WSN. The second part of this paper presents a related work study of three 

topologies in WSN. In the end, different protocols using the three topologies will be 

compared with LOC-LEACH protocol [11]. 

2 Related work 

Li Qing et Al propose an enhanced version of LEACH protocol named DEEC 

(Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering). The main objective is to prolong the life-

time of WSN by giving more chances to nodes to become a CH. The CH is chosen 

according to ratio of network average energy and residual energy of node. DEEC 

defines two status of node in the two-level heterogeneous networks, normal and ad-

vanced nodes. The status of each node is characterized by its amount of energy. The 
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number of round when the node can be elected CH is based of its amount of energy. 

In DEEC, nodes with more energy are favored to be elected CH than other nodes. The 

authors of [12] present many enhancements that improve the limits of DEEC. Devel-

oped DEEC (DDEEC), Enhanced DEEC (EDEEC) and Threshold DEEC (TDEEC) 

are simulated to evaluate and compare their performances. The results show that 

TDEEC performs better in terms of the lifetime of WSN and stability period but in-

stability period of EDEEC and TDEEC is very large. EDEEC and TDEEC improve 

the period of stability of network while compromising on lifetime. 

Another improvement of LEACH proposed by Power-efficient gathering in sensor 

information systems (PEGASIS) protocol [13]. The protocol uses Chain based con-

cept and nodes are organized in chain. One node of these chain called leader, respon-

sible to transmit aggregated data from all nodes to the BS. The role of leader is taken 

in turn by the different nodes, according to a selection procedure defined by the pro-

tocol. The greedy algorithm is used to organize the chain and each node must have 

total knowledge of the network. Collaboration technique is used between nodes al-

lows to minimize traffic of data transmission in the network and prolong network 

lifetime. An improvement of PEGASIS is proposed in [14] named Energy efficient 

PEGASIS based protocol (EEPB). It adopts distance threshold when constructing 

chain, to decline the long links in PEGASIS. Thus, the leader is selected by consider-

ing its amount of energy and the distance that separates it from the base station. The 

improved energy efficient PEGASIS protocol (IEEPB) [14] performs EEPB, by modi-

fying the process of chain construction. it proposes a new process to form chain and 

remove the long link problems using threshold computations. Mohsin Raza Jafri et al 

propose a new improvement protocol named Mobile sink improved energy-efficient 

PEGASIS-based routing protocol (MIEEPB) [14]. It uses a mobile base station to 

gather data from all nodes, and divides network into smaller chains. The main objec-

tive is to minimize data delivery delay and to reduce the distance between connected 

nodes through multi chains concept. The protocol presents how these concepts can 

affect largely in enhancing the network lifetime of wireless sensors. Using the simula-

tion, MIEEPB shows a best result than PEGASIS and its enhanced versions (PEEB) 

and (IPEEB). 

In [8], authors studied LEACH and PEGASIS in order to compare chain-based and 

cluster-based mechanisms. They conclude that PEGASIS performs better than 

LEACH in terms of communication overhead and network lifetime. In [15], Q. 

Nadeem et al present gateway based energy-efficient routing protocol (M-GEAR) that 

uses a Location-Based concept. M-GEAR divides the network in four logical zones 

according to location of nodes in the sensor area. -Each region elects its own CH 

independently of other regions. Simulation results shows that M-GEAR allows high 

performance than LEACH in terms of network life time and energy consumption. 

Best results were obtained by our LOC-LEACH protocol in [11]. It divides the net-

work into different regions based on the distance of nodes from the base station. The 

nodes close to the BS, form the first region, and a direct transmission to the BS is 

adopted. The other nodes are organized into two regions using the clustering concept, 

and adopting a new CH selection algorithm based on the energy of the nodes of each 
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region. LOC-LEACH is an improved version of the LEACH protocol to improve 

network life and energy efficiency (Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1.  LOC-LEACH: Protocol topology 

3 Simulation results 

In this section we discuss simulations results of the main protocols presented in 

this paper and compare them which LOC-LEACH protocol. the simulation is used 

through Matlab simulator. In our simulation, we consider: 

• WSN with 100 nodes distributed randomly in 100m x100m field,  

• Sensor nodes are homogeneous and with same characteristics in terms of compu-

ting energy, and sensing. 

Parameters for our simulation are given in the Table 1. 

Table 1.  Parameters of the simulation  

Parameter Value 

Network size 100m * 100m 

Initial Energy 0.5 J 

Base station location in stationary cases 50,120 

Data Aggregation Energy cost 5pJ/ bit 

Number of nodes 100 

Packet size 4000 bit 

transmission energy Eelec 5nJ/bit 

Reception energy Efs 10pJ/bit/m2 

Transmit amplifier (Eamp) 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4 
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3.1 Alive nodes 

In MIEEPB, the stability period is until 1500 rounds, it represents the double of re-

sult obtained by M-GEAR (750 rounds), 600% of DEEC results (250 rounds), and the 

same results than LOC-LEACH (1500 rounds). On other hand, MIEEPB performs the 

both protocols DEEC and M-GEAR in terms of network lifetime. It prolongs the 

death of nodes throughout the lifecycle of the network (10%, 50% and 100% of 

nodes). In MIEEPB, The last node death until the 4500 rounds, 2500 for M-GEAR, 

3100 for DEEC and 2300 for LOC-LEACH. MIEEPB improves the PEGASIS proto-

col by dividing the long chain and allowing the mobility of the sink. It improves sig-

nificantly the results of the chain-based concept compared to the improvements of the 

other concepts (cluster-based and location-based). In [24] MIEEPB has also per-

formed well compared to other chain based protocols and especially with the classical 

PEGASIS. In terms of stability of stability period, our proposed protocol LOC-

LEACH is the only one gives the same result than MIEEPB, however the lifetime of 

WSN can be enhanced to achieve better result (see Figure 2). 

  

  

Fig. 2. Comparison of Alive nodes 

3.2 Energy consumption 

The Figure 3 shows that MIEEPB conserve more energy than DEEC and LOC-

LEACH, due of its nodes organization in multi chain, and mobility of the sink. These 
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improvements allow an optimal distance between BS and nodes and take a better 

result from the energy consumption. 

   

Fig. 3. Energy consumption of M-GEAR, MIEEPB and LOC-LEACH 

4 Discussion 

In this section, we are interested to compare our protocol LOC-LEACH with the 

MIEEPB protocol in terms of the lifetime of WSN and repartition of death nodes. The 

choice of the MIEEPB for comparison is based on their good performances compared 

of other routing protocols and their improvement. 

 

Fig. 4. Repartition of dead node in LOC-LEACH and MIEEPB 

The figure represents the result of this comparison by dividing the network life cy-

cle in phases. The stability period that represents the period where the network keeps 

its initial topology before the death of the first node. The second phase represents 

when the network loses 50% of the initial number of nodes. After that, we found the 

period when the network works with 50% until 90% of its initial nodes, and the last 

period is the moment when 90% of nodes are dead and the network keeps just 10% of 

nodes for perform all tasks. 
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Protocols have the same results during the both first periods until the network 

works with 50% of its initial topology. The first two periods of routing protocol repre-

sent the most important periods in terms of data performance and reliability, when all 

regions of network are covered and transmit data with maximum of reliability. 

MIEEPB performs our protocol LOC-LEACH in the 2 others periods and specially 

in the last one, when the network continues to perform its functioning with the mini-

mum alive nodes (10% of nodes). MIEEPB can keep the network alive with this min-

imum node alive 2300 rounds than LOC-LEACH. This may benefit for small net-

works that require no total network coverage. However, for large networks this period 

with just 10 % of alive nodes may be irrelevant since the data collected does not rep-

resent the real situation, and in this case the network may be considered death. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper different topology used for designing in WSN are presented. The 

main objective is to present the role of WSN topologies in prolong network lifetime 

and minimizing energy consumption. The performance of different routing protocols 

using these topologies are also discussed. Clustered based, chain based and location 

based topologies are analysed in this work. The analysis shows that MIEEPB protocol 

using chain based concept, performs better than others protocols using others concept 

like cluster or location based routing mechanisms in terms of network lifetime, and 

energy consumption. furthermore, our protocol LOC-LEACH proposed in [11] is 

compared with MIEEP, result prove that LOC-LEACH presents interesting perfor-

mances, however, some limitations need to be improved, especially in terms of pro-

longing network lifetime when the network works with a minimum of alive nodes. 
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